James Slesser, Managing Director, Global Public Safety, Accenture
Police forces are stepping up to the opportunities that digital opens up

Stephen Rees
Going back to your office, typing it up, waiting for someone else to enrich it is just not fast enough

Allan Fairley, Managing Director, UK Police & Public Safety, Accenture
It’s allowing police officers to have access to the information that they need which in some cases is already there.

Steve Hudson, Deputy Commissioner, New South Wales Police Force
As criminals look to take opportunities from vulnerabilities in the system and I think that’s the scary part for police.

Agata Cooper, Senior Manager Digital Strategy Public Safety, Accenture
Starting to be prepared for the 2.0, for the hyper-connected world is actually something we should be looking at.
Steve Wilson, Head of Cybercrime, Europol
This is something now that’s got the capacity not just to knock over companies but actually nation states.

Ger Daly
And so the key message seems to be that the technology is there, it works, it’s ready.

Stephen Kavanagh
Let’s have these pilots, let’s test them quickly but when they work, let’s roll them out nationally.

Alan Fairley
It’s about creating an organisation that can be nimble

Hacer Evans
The ability to actually devolve responsibility that actually is inextricably linked to innovation

James Slessor
Being prepared to embrace new technologies Being able to challenge traditional models and try and adopt new models

Ger Daly
I think we’re going to see the public sector working with the private sector to make these changes happen

Dave Hudson
As a world policing organisation we need to learn off each other and I think that’s the secret.

Agata Cooper
I think the most tricky thing to balance is your digital natives that are joining your organisation now

Giles York, Chief Constable, Sussex Police
There’s a hell of a lot more skillsets we already have in the workforce that we have to be able to hold onto.

Hacer Evans, Director, Digital Policing Portfolio
Criminality has moved into a different space, into the digital space and also the cyberspace.